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Abstract — The paper describes implementation of a realtime visual tracking system with an active camera. The
system is intended for indoor human motion tracking. Realtime tracking is achieved using simple and fast motion
detection procedures based on frame differencing and
camera motion compensation. Results of on-line person
tracking are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking is one of the most important fields of
dynamic computer vision and it provides fundamental
technologies to develop real world computer vision
applications: human tracking and identification, intelligent
transportation, traffic flow measurement and object
tracking in smart rooms [1]-[5].
In this paper we describe a design of a real-time visual
tracking system whose aim is to detect and track a person
in indoor environments. According to the categorization
of the target tracking systems [6], the developed system
can be classified as:
i) The system for detection and tracking of a single
object (person) in indoor scenes;
Comment: Even for this simple task, real-time detection
and tracking in real world environments requires
complex image processing methods, as well as an
object model for discriminating the foreground object
from the background scene.
ii) The system can observe a wider area by changing the
gazing direction using a camera, which is mounted on
a pan/tilt gimbal;
Comment: The system has features of smooth pursuit
systems [7] or (in terms of active vision) systems with
gaze stabilization [8]: object motion characteristics and
mechanical camera dynamics are taken into account.
iii) The system has a single visual sensor – a CCD
camera mounted on a fixed pan/tilt gimbal.
The paper is organized as follows: The next section
presents related works in the field of real-time tracking.
Section III gives the system overview and describes its
main components. Techniques for camera motion
estimation and control (used to provide smooth pursuit
tracking), assumed characteristics of object motion, and
procedures for motion detection and target localization are
described in Section IV. Experimental tracking results
obtained in a real indoor environment are given in Section
V. Some conclusions and future research directions are
given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many references related to the problem of
tracking human motion, see e.g. [1]-[3], [9]-[13]. In this
Section we give a brief overview of the previous work in
related research directions and implementation details.

In general, tracking requires image segmentation, i.e.
identification of the semantically meaningful components
of a frame. The segmentation for dynamic-scene analysis
is usually based on motion. The motion in the scene can
be used to perform quick and efficient segmentation,
distinguishing the moving foreground from the static
background. For these reasons, segmentation based on
motion is widely used as a base for many tracking
methods. In our system we use a simple motion detection
method based on a binary difference picture and size
filtering [14]. This method (which is used for SCMO Stationary Camera Moving Objects systems) has to be
modified for MCMO - Moving Camera Moving Objects
in such way that the compensation of motion introduced
by camera movement has to be applied. There are several
researchers, which have addressed this problem in a
similar way. Murray and Basu [15] extract moving edges
from image sequences taken by a rotating camera. Motion
of the camera is compensated using transformations
between frames based on camera parameters and known
motion of the camera. Cai, Mitiche and Aggarwal [13]
estimate motion (rotation) of the viewing system by
matching line features between two frames. They use the
fact that indoor environments usually contain lines that
can be used for matching and that curved images of
humans cannot influence the matching process
significantly. People moving in the scene are detected
using differences between camera motion compensated
frames. Tracking based on moving edge detection and
camera motion compensation in a sequence taken by a
moving camera is also found in the work of Araki,
Matsuoka, Yokoya and Takemura [16]. The ASSET-2
system [17] performs real-time tracking of road vehicles
in a sequence taken by a moving camera. No calibration or
knowledge of camera motion is needed. Motion
estimation and tracking is based on detection and
matching of image features - corners. Their method shows
very good results even in the presence of arbitrary camera
motion, but it is not applicable to our problem (tracking
humans) because humans move quite differently than
vehicles and do not contain many corner features. Instead,
we have adopted their method for detection and matching
of features used for compensation of camera motion. Realtime system performing active tracking is reported by
Nordlund and Uhlin [18]. In the case when one moving
object occupying only a small portion of the image, the
object is found as the area that shows motion inconsistent
with background motion. Background motion is calculated
by finding one image velocity that is valid in the whole
image using either affine velocity model or translational
velocity model and the brightness constancy constraint.
Another approach to segmentation for tracking systems is
based on (adaptive) background modeling and background
subtraction [19]-[21].

III.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The real-time tracking system functionality can be split
into three basic phases: i) image acquisition and camera
motion estimation; ii) object motion detection and
localization; and iii) camera control.
Data acquisition is performed by a wide-angle CCD
camera mounted on a fixed pan/tilt gimbal unit. Feature
matching between two successive frames is used to
estimate camera motion. Moving object is detected and
localized by the following sequence of operations: i)
thresholded frame difference; ii) morphological opening;
iii) size filtering; iv) clustering. When the moving object is
localized, commands are sent to the pan/tilt gimbal in
order to perform a smooth pursuit.
IV.

TRACKING

A. Camera motion estimation
If we assume that pan and tilt angles between two
successive frames are small enough, it is possible to find
regions in these frames that contain almost the same view
of the scene, i.e. common regions. Finding common
regions of two successive frames is the key task of the
system. For these regions, fast motion detection and object
localization methods can be used. Common regions of two
frames are found by determining translational
displacement between them. This displacement is caused
by the camera (ego) motion.
Based on the assumption that the moving object
occupies smaller portion of the scene, camera motion is
estimated as the dominant motion - the motion of the
background (relative to the camera). Dominant motion is
found as the most frequent motion vector in the image.
Motion vectors are calculated for distinct features in the
image – corners detected using the SUSAN corner
detector [22]. These motion vectors are a result of a
feature matching process, similar to one used in [17]. Fig.
1 shows an example of the feature matching process and
dominant motion calculation.

slow communication with the pan/tilt gimbal, that is a
hard task in practice, which was the main reason for
estimating the camera motion by a more general approach.
B. Object motion detection and localization
When the displacement between the two frames is known,
i.e. their common regions are determined, we perform
thresholded differencing of common regions in order to
detect changes in the scene caused by object motion:

 1 if F( x , y , i ) − F( x + d , y , j ) > T
0 otherwise

DPi , j ( x , y ) = 

where F(x,y,i) is the pixel value at location (x,y) in frame
i, d is the displacement between two frames, and T is a
threshold. Result of this process is the difference picture
DP, a binary map of pixels whose values change
significantly between the two frames.
Some entries in the difference picture are a result of
noise, and they need to be filtered out. We used simple
size filtering [14]. This filter eliminates noise, but leaves
some "phantom" regions (Figure 2a). These erroneous
regions are a result of approximations made regarding
common regions of frames (approximations are less valid
as the angles between frames are larger). Common regions
of two frames do not contain exactly the same view of the
scene because each frame is taken from a different angle.
Lens distortions also cause such errors. As can be seen in
Fig. 2a, erroneous regions are very thin. Like Murray and
Basu [15] we also used this property to eliminate such
regions using morphological opening (structuring element
size 3×3) which eliminates most of the erroneous regions
and leaves regions caused by object motion (Fig. 2b).

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Difference picture of common regions of frames from Figure 3
(a) and a result of applying morphological opening to the difference
picture (b). Gray areas represent the area of the current frame not found in
the previous frame.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Successive frames with marked detected corner features and
feature velocities obtained from matching process (the calculated
dominant feature velocity is shown by the bold vector in (b)).

Comment: Another possible approach for estimating the
camera motion would be to read pan/tilt positions directly
from the gimbal unit [15]. Such an approach would
provide increased simplicity at the cost of being less
general since it could not be used in applications where
the exact orientation of the camera is not known. The
main shortcoming of that approach is the difficulty of
obtaining position readings which are synchronized with
the current image being processed. Although in theory one
could compensate the latencies of digital video and the

The remaining regions in difference picture are
(hopefully) only a result of object motion in the scene.
One moving object usually causes more than one region in
the difference picture to appear. Also, regions in the
difference picture can be a result of different moving
objects in the scene. For that reason we perform spatial
clustering of regions in the difference picture. A cluster
that consists of a largest number of regions is considered
as the object. We chose this criteria having in mind that
we want to track humans which, when moving, tend to
create a larger number of regions in the difference picture,
unlike rigid moving objects. Examples of target
localization are presented in the experiments section.
C. Camera control
When the object is localized, the camera should be
directed towards it. We use a simple control strategy

which minimizes the amount of communication with the
pan/tilt unit and enables smooth object pursuit even when
the target is not precisely localized from frame to frame.
Pan axis angular velocity is set on a value proportional to
the difference between the center of the image and the
center of the object's enclosing rectangle: ω = C·δ, where
C is a constant which determines the speed of tracking and
δ is the difference between the center of the image and the
center of the target. When δ is small enough, angular
velocity is not changed. This method makes tracking
possible even when the field of view angle is not known.
Comment: We used only pan axis for tracking because, in
most indoor setups, it offers sufficient freedom for
following horizontal human movement.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
During the development of the system, many
experiments were performed in order to tune the
parameters of the system. Here we present only the
experiments closely related with the performance of the
system - tracking speed and the stability of tracking
(ability to recover from errors during the tracking).
A. Experimental setup
Experiments were performed using a digital camera
with a wide angle (64°) lens, connected to the IEEE 1394
bus. The pan/tilt unit can speed up over 300°/second but
uses slow communication interface (RS-232). Processing
is performed on a dual processor computer with SPEC
int_rate2000 of 12.1. One processor was used for image
acquisition and the other for actual processing. In order to
enable real-time processing, the original image format of
640×480 was programmatically reduced to 320×240.
B. Performance
Using this setup, image processing, including image
acquisition, camera motion compensation, change
detection and target localization, runs at 25 Hz. When pan

velocity command is issued, which lasts up to 17.5 ms, the
performance falls to around 17 Hz. Because pan velocity
command is not issued for each frame, the average
processing rate is around 20 Hz.
The maximum tracking speed (angular velocity by
which the camera is directed towards the target) of 50°/s,
for which the system shows good tracking stability, was
determined experimentally.
C. Tracking
Many experiments were performed, in different indoor
environments, with different types of movement and with
different people, and in different lighting conditions. The
experiments showed that the system successfully tracks a
single walking or running person. Examples showing
tracking of a person walking and running are shown in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively (both figures contain
images taken in online experiments).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an implementation of a real-time
human motion tracking system. By combining the method
used with static camera with camera ego-motion
compensation we managed to design a system capable of
efficacious person tracking in indoor enviroment. Egomotion is determined using corner feature matching. The
system was tested on-line under various lighting
conditions. The experimental results show robustnes of
the system applied to human motion tracking with average
processing rate of 20 frames/s and maximum tracking
speed of 50°/s. Due to object motion characteristics and
equipment limitations (comunication with pan/tilt gimbal),
the system uses only pan axis control for smooth pursuit.
Future work will be directed towards dealing with both
vertical and horizontal components of object motion,
introduction of zoom control and multiple sensor
configurations.

Figure 3. A walking person sequence (every 15th frame is shown): tracking fails only when the object is in front of the background with similar color.

Figure 4. A running person sequence (every 15th frame is shown): tracking fails only when the object is in front of the background with similar color..
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